CABTC Policy: Flooring in Suite B - Agility Side
In an effort to preserve our new flooring each person is encouraged to
individually take responsibility for the floor.


Exercise pens are ONLY allowed on the blue mats that are located along the right
wall, outside the Men’s bathrooms.
o At no time are PENS ALLOWED to be placed directly ON THE NEW BLACK
MATTING.



Crating for trials or seminars, etc., needs to have appropriate padding beneath each
crate.



Chairs on the floor should have padding between the legs and the floor.



Dog nails are to be kept trimmed smooth and short.



Doggie accidents are to be cleaned up immediately using spray and towels.
o

The accidents need to be washed well enough that there is no visible residue
remaining, as in the case of vomit or BM.



No "tacky paw" or related traction products allowed on dog paws.



Human footwear: no spikes of any kind are allowed on the floor.



Do not Drag Equipment on the floor. This especially includes the weaves, contacts
and even the chute. Lift and place equipment onto the floor where it will be used.
There must be an adequate number of people helping with the move so that no
dragging occurs.
o As stated above weave poles must be carried, not dragged, and the
center of the poles properly supported.



Contact Obstacles have specific pieces cut for them which are to be kept with each
piece of equipment and placed between the feet/edges and floor.
o Move the A-frame with the A-frame mover. Put cushions under each Aframe end where each contacts with the floor.
o Two people should always move the Teeter. Remove the sandbags and
lift from each end.
o Dog walk will always be disassembled for moving and cushion(s) put
under each foot and where the ramps contact the floor.

Thank you everyone,
Debbie Sacerich Agility Training Director

